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Hey there hope you're 
bearing up ok in the face of 
this corona caper 
Is police giving any more 
information about Scott 
White charged with murder of 
Scott Johnson? 

Emma A by the way 

I'm filing a feature for ABC 
online 

12 May 2020 at 17:16 

Hey if you're not going to 
throw me anything specific 
can you at least please tell 
me how many so called gay 
hate suspected deaths are 
being investigated as 
murders in nsw? Thanks 
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12 May 2020 at 17:16 

Hey if you're not going to 
throw me anything specific ... 
can you at least please tell 
me how many so called gay 
hate suspected deaths are 
being investigated as 
murders in nsw? Thanks 

In other words there is so 
much press around "unsolved 
gay hate crimes" just curious 
to know the official police line 
on this THANKS 

Hi Em. I don't know if I can 
get my hands on that right 
now but chase it and we 
can address it at press 
conference morning. 

My deadline is tonight 
I think you know there are a 
bunch of former co•s out 
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hi m. I aorri Know IT I can 
get my hands on that right 
now but chase it and we 
can address it at press 
conference morning. 

My deadline is tonight 
I think you know there are a 
bunch of former cops out 
there claiming NSW police 
have 88 cases unsolved but I 
think that figure is wrong ?? 

I know your deadline is 
tonight but it needs to be 
right and if I can't get it for 
you quickly enough I'd hate to 
see you use bullshit info from 
ex cops just because it was to 
hand. Standby. 

You know I wouldn't do that 

But others would and are 
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ou now wou •n 

But others would and are 

Yeah that's fine. 88 is 
nowhere near it but I'm 
chasing. 

4 

Last I recall it was 8 

Honestly 

Can I quote "police media" or 
some such 

Text Message 
13 May 2020 at 08:48 

Hang Up Message: 
reached your 

MessageBank on 13/05/2020 
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iMessage 
13 Dec 2016 at 14:41 

Hi Emma, Hugh from Legal 
here. Could you give me a call 
to have a quick chat about 
this suppression order when 
you have a moment? Thanks 
Hugh 

Hi Hugh I've spoken to 
Kristina again give me a call 
thanks Emma 

14 Dec 2016 at 08:07 

Hi Hugh I'm about to grab a 
coffee .. shall I get one for 
you? I spoke to Michael No 
one overnight and he's happy 
with his evidence to be used 
as long as his name is not 
used .. I also want access to 
the new police report which is 
sub'ect to non disclosure 
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iMessage • 
11 Dec 2016 at 17:01 

Hi Emma, I've just sent 
through edited copy with 
questions inside. Cheers, 
Clare 

Ok. Will get back to you 
shortly 

12 Dec 2016 at 07:13 

Morning Emma, I've just got 
in and working on the story. 
How are you going with the 
questions and additions? 

I've been working on it most 
of the night just verifying 
facts in the now three police 
reports I have .. almost done 

My goodness! Poor thing. 
WPII einnp_ Talk to you soon 
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Cit k./Z.)•LsJ 

I've sent it through 

Thanks Emma, work to 
incorporate additions and 
then send to legal. 

Ok thanks 

I'll start on the timeline 

I love the additions. Really 
powerful stuff 

Just spoke to commander of 
homicide Mick Willing to 
confirm it ok to use his quote 
re "outstanding work" he 
doesn't want to be quoted on 
this but he said his hope was 
that all the "rubbish" 
disseminated by the family is 
finally put to rest with Scott 
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IT only neia De quotea on 
that! 

I can pepper his comments 
through tomorrow's piece on 
Pam young as senior police 
source 

Great 

12 Dec 2016 at 15:26 

Quick query: 

Shortly before that, Steve 
Johnson donated $1.6 million 
to Professor Street's faculty 
at Macquarie University. 

"I don't know whether [Steve] 
said that was a reward for 
that [posthumous PHD 
award] for what we'd done for 
him". WHO DID HE TELL THIS 
Trle) 
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Pamela Young. Witness 
statement from 2013 

Thanks 

Did Pamela say this to you on 
the show or prior? 

"The fact that our relationship 
has broken down is a point of 
sorrow for me. It has never 
happened with any other next 
of kin, as we call them, never, 
ever. In fact many next of kin 
and I, we catch up regularly 
and we speak to each other. 
So I was disappointed that 
our relationship broke down," 
she told 

Don't worry about the last 
one, we worked it out. The 
story is live! 
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I have just received a 
message to be over there at 
10.15am so I would have to 
post pone anyway. I am really 
sorry. Again I can do any 
time tomorrow. 

Does 10am tomorrow suit? 

That is fine Emma. Again my 
apologies. 

No problem at all 

4 Jan 2018 at 08:46 

Assuming you meant Pacific 
Highway &_? See you 
shortly 

Yep. Let me know when you 
are here and I will come 
down. 
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28 Dec 2017 at 13:07 

Hi Mick hope all's well (all 
considered). Can you please 
give me a call when you are 
free to chat (off the record of 
course) many thanks Emma 
Alberici 

28 Dec 2017 at 17:09 

Hi Emma, all fine my end. Will 
call you tomorrow if that is 
okay. I trust you had a nice 
XMas. Mick 

Yes great thanks. Look 
forward to speaking to you. 
Or we could catch up for 
coffee? 

Happy to catch up next week 
if you have time. I am a out of 
play a bit tomorrow. Let me 
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28 Dec 2017 at 17:09 

Hi Emma, all fine my end. Will 
call you tomorrow if that is 
okay. I trust you had a nice 
XMas. Mick 

Yes great thanks. Look 
forward to speaking to you. 
Or we could catch up for 
coffee? 

Happy to catch up next week 
if you have time. I am a out of 
play a bit tomorrow. Let me 
me know if that suits. MJW 

Next week is good. 
Wednesday? 

Wed is good. I am over at 
. At 

is that okay? 

ma a 


